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STAGE_ 

The show is a 50 minutes dance choreography for children and adults with electronic live music 
in a nearly empty black box on white dance floor. 

The stage should at least be 8 x 8 m. On the right hand side, the live musician is situated (1x chair, 
1x e-piano on a stand, 1x synthesiser on a black box). The rest of the stage is empty. During the 
show a single orange chair will be placed in various locations. 

At one point, some of the performers leave the stage and enter the auditorium. 

We don’t use an pyrotechnics, laser or open fire. 

REQUIREMENTS: 

stage, 8x8m, white dance floor, white dance floor tape

1x black box, approx. 60-80 cm high

1x chair, black

1x keyboard stand (same as SOUND_)

1x monitoring loudspeaker (same as SOUND_)


GROUP’S OWN: 

1x e-piano

1x synthesiser

1x chair, orange
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SOUND_ 

There will only be live music during the show.  

We use 1x e-piano (2x line out, left right + di box) and 1x synthesiser (2x line out, left right + 
di box). The sound will be heard in stereo via the pa. It will be arranged during sound check. 
During the show, the musician will adjust the volume of the instruments independently. Thus, he 
needs a monitoring loudspeaker. 

REQUIREMENTS: 

2-4x full range tops

1-2x subwoofer

1x active monitoring loudspeaker (same as STAGE_)

1x sound mixer, at least 4 in, 4 out, 2 aux sends + pa

4x di box + 4x line cable, 4x XLR cable

1x keyboard stand (same as STAGE_)


GROUP’S OWN: 

1x e-piano (2x line out)

1x synthesiser (2x line out)


The sound will be adjusted by the musician. 
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LIGHT_ 

The light consists of the following parts: 

(1) Front lighting in two rows (8x 1kW PC, 053 pale lavender), covering the whole stage, 
including the back wall up to a height of 2m. 

(2) Four lines from both sides (8x 750W ETC S4 Zoom, 053 + R119), altogether covering the 
whole stager, each 2,5m in width, slightly overlapping. 

(3) One row of back lights (6x 1kW Par64, CP62, 053), starting about 2m in front of the back 
wall. 

(4) Warm floor side lights and top light (8x 1kW Par64, CP62, floor and 1x 1kW sym. flood), 
from both sides on the floor, and in the middle of the stage from above. 

(5) An additional lighting of the auditorium (4x 1kW PC, 053), from front and both sides. 

(6) Two lights for the musician (1x 750W ETC S4 Zoom, 053 + R119 and 1x Par16), one spot 
from diagonally front, once straight from the front and from chest high. 

(7) 4 specials (4x 750W ETC S4 Zoom, 053 + R119), spots, crossed over, in two rows, middle of 
the stage. 

All lamps must be controlled individually, accordingly we need dimmers and a lighting console for 
41 channels. 

All requirements can change in accordance with the room, technical equipment et al., and will be 
discussed and readjusted beforehand. 

REQUIREMENTS: 

12x 1kW PC, 053

13x 750W ETC S4 Zoom, 053 + R119

06x 1kW Par64, CP62, 053

08x 1kW Par64, CP62, no-color, floor

01x 1kW sym. flood, no-color

01x Par16, no-color, maybe on stand

Lighting console (preferably ETC or GrandMA), approx. 40 Cues, 41 channels


The team will run the show. 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LIGHTING PLAN ABSTRACT_ 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SET UP_ 

The set up takes place 2 days before the first show and takes about 8 hours, depending on the 
room, equipment and personnel. 
The team also requires 1 day on the set up stage for technical and dress rehearsals before the first 
show. 

The duration of the show is approx. 50 minutes. 

Clearing the stage can start directly after the last show and takes less than an hour. 

SCHEDULE  

2 h hanging lights 
2 h focussing lights 
2 h set up sound 
2 h programming lights 

PERSONNEL 

2 light technicians, 6 hours

1 sound technician, 2 hours
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REQUIREMENTS TOTAL_ 

STAGE_ SOUND_ LIGHT_

stage, 8x8m, white dance floor, 
white dance floor tape

2-4x full range tops 12x 1kW PC, 053

1x black box, approx. 60-80 
cm high

1-2x subwoofer 13x 750W ETC S4 Zoom, 053 
+ R119

1x chair, black 1x active monitoring 
loudspeaker 

06x 1kW Par64, CP62, 053

1x sound mixer, at least 4 in, 
4 out, 2 aux sends + pa

08x 1kW Par64, CP62, no-
color, floor

4x di box + 4x line cable, 4x 
XLR cable

01x 1kW sym. flood, no-color

1x keyboard stand 01x Par16, no-color, maybe on 
stand

Lighting console (preferably 
ETC or GrandMA), approx. 40 
Cues, 41 channels
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PEOPLE_ 

TEAM: 

Performance: Maria Casares Gonzales, Jin Lee, Ceren Oran, Roni Sagi, Jovana Zelenovic


Music: Benny Omerzell


Light // technical director: Dennis Dieter Kopp


The whole team is necessary for the shows and needs accommodations the entire time of the 
stay.


CONTACT: 

Tech: 
Dennis Dieter Kopp

dennisdieterkopp@gmail.com

+49 172 // 1850034


Production: 
Rat&Tat Kulturbüro München

info@ratundtat-kulturbuero.de
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